Abstract-This paper presents a synergistic approach to danger assessment and safety-oriented control of articulated robots that are based on a quantity called danger field. This quantity captures the state of the robot as a whole and indicates how dangerous the current posture and velocity of the robot are to the objects in the environment. The field itself is invariant with respect to objects around the robot and can be computed in any given point of the robot's workspace using measurements from the proprioceptive sensors. Furthermore, the danger field can be expressed in the closed form, which enables its fast computation. Apart from being a pure safety assessment, the danger field provides a natural prelude to safety-oriented control strategy. Namely, the information about the danger field can easily be fed back to shape standard control schemes in order to make the motion of the robot safer to the environment. The proposed method is validated through simulations and experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the field of human-robot interaction (HRI), the issue of safety is clearly vital. It is triggered mostly by the growing demands on humans and robots to share the same workspace or task whether within an industrial, domestic, or any kind of environment. Within industrial applications, a highly flexible and quickly convertible production line is of great importance. Particularly attractive is the possibility of human operators and robots working closely together by sharing the same workspace at the same time, while working on different tasks (coexistence), or coexisting in the same workspace while working on the same task (cooperation). This would not only boost the efficiency and flexibility of production lines, but would also substantially decrease the amount of space that is required to accomplish a specific task. Conservative safety guidelines (e.g., ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999 [1] ) prescribe the physical separation of the robots and operators. A relaxation toward more collaborative requirements was introduced in ISO 10218-1:2006 [2] . This standard states that one of the following requirements always has to be fulfilled to allow HRI: the Tool Center Point (TCP)/flange velocity must be at most 0.25 m/s, the maximum dynamic power at most 80 W, or the maximum static force at most 150 N. However, in [3] , it is shown that these conditions are still conservative and can substantially mitigate the performance of the robot.
Although there are very few specifications for the coexistence or cooperation between humans and robots, large attention has been given to this matter in the scientific community.
In the work of Ikuta et al. [4] - [6] , the risk in HRI is addressed. The authors proposed the first systematic approach to safety assessment in the field of HRI using the quantity called danger index. Hirzinger et al. [7] , used a lightweight robot since the reduction of weights of the moving parts clearly limits the hazards from potential collisions and is one of the main factors in intrinsic safety.
In [3] , an overview of a systematic evaluation of safety in HRI is presented, addressing a number of aspects of the most significant injury mechanisms. Zinn et al. [8] , used criteria from the automotive industry to estimate injury severity via suitable norms of head acceleration. The work highlights the needs for new actuation and control concepts.
Heinzmann and Zelinsky [9] presented a control algorithm for manipulators that are based on the quantity called impact potential that captures a maximum force, which the robot can create in the event of collision with a static obstacle. The approach is based on limiting the control torques in order to meet the safety requirements expressed in terms of impact potential.
Bicchi and Tonietti [10] proposed a mechanical/control codesign that allows the mechanical impedance parameters to vary rapidly and continuously during the task execution. This approach guarantees low injury risk, while minimizing negative effects on control performance. By solving the so-called safe brachistochrone problem, the authors have shown that low stiffness is required at high speed and vice versa. Schiavi et al. [11] integrate active and passive approach to robotic safety in an overall scheme for real-time manipulator control. The active control approach detects the presence and position of humans in the vicinity of the robot arm, and generates suitable motion references. The passive control approach uses variable joint impedance which combines with velocity control to guarantee safety in worst case conditions, i.e., unforeseen impacts.
A control that is based on potential fields [12] may appear to be a good choice to address safety in terms of both path planning and real-time control. The danger can be directly assessed via repulsive potential. One drawback of such an approach is that the classical potential field does not capture the relative motion between the robot and the obstacles unlike in e.g., [13] and [14] .
In the work of Kulic and Croft [15] - [18] , an extensive methodology for safe planning and control in HRI is proposed. Several danger indices have been used as a tool for both path planning and generating the trajectory in real time. The main principle behind the proposed approach is to reduce the danger index during the robot motion.
Henrich and Kuhn [19] divide all safety aspects of the robot behavior into four groups (states) that easily fit into the formalism of a state transition diagram.
A similar mechanism is used by Guiochet et al. [20] to develop a quite rigorous framework to facilitate the specification of safety rules that are used by an independent safety monitor. Kuhn et al. [21] use the camera and a force/torque sensor to obtain the maximum allowable velocity of the robot that is based on the relative posture of the robot and the human.
In [22] and [23] , a methodology is presented for tracking a human in the vicinity of a robot, along with the solution to the problem of collision avoidance. They utilized the structured set of sensors and Dempster-Shafer evidence theory to estimate the probabilities that a human occupies a cell in an occupancy grid. Moreover, they developed a collision avoidance algorithm that searches for collision-free paths.
In this study, we present a safety-oriented control strategy that is based on the purposefully designed safety assessment called the danger field. Apart from being a meaningful safety measure, the danger field appears to be a useful tool for shaping both control and planning strategies in a very intuitive manner. We present a control law that is based on the danger field that enables desirable behavior of the robot like obstacle avoidance and tendency to minimize the danger while simultaneously performing the task. A discussion on the novelty of the contribution with respect to the state of the art in safety oriented reactive control is reported in Section III-A. This paper combines results from [14] and [24] , and complements them with the following extensions:
1) stability analysis in a simplified scenario; 2) detailed discussion on the selection of the controller parameters; 3) more elaborate simulation studies; 4) experimental validation with a real industrial robot (ABB IRB140) equipped with an open controller architecture interfaced in real time to a laser time of flight (TOF) distance sensor. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the concept of the danger field is recalled, while in Section III we present our control strategy. Section IV contains a simulation case study and Section V the experimental results. Future research directions and concluding remarks can be found in Sections VI and VII.
II. DANGER FIELD
The concept of the danger field, recently proposed by the authors in [14] , is addressed in this Section. At first, some basic definitions are given for the case of a point mass. An extension to articulated kinematic chains is given afterward.
A. Basic Definitions
Let T be a point mass whose position and velocity are given by r t = (x t y t z t )
T and v t = (v tx v ty v tz ) T , respectively. For convenience, we set ρ t = r − r t and v t = v t , where r = (x y z)
T is a generic point in the world frame. Further, we define ϕ = ∠(r − r t , v t ) ∈ [−π, π) as the angle between vectors r − r t and v t .
Definition II.1: A differentiable scalar function DF R = DF R (r, r t ) is called a static danger field if it satisfies the conditions:
The static danger field (SDF) is obviously a radial scalar field, evaluated around the point r t that represents the "source of danger." Consequently, isosurfaces of the field are concentrated spheres with the center in r t . The further away the point r gets from r t , the smaller the danger field DF R (r, r t ) becomes. The following definition introduces a generalization of static danger field in order to accommodate the velocity of the point mass.
Definition II.2: A differentiable scalar function DF = DF (r, r t , v t ) is called a kinetostatic danger field if it satisfies the following conditions:
. Besides the influence of the distance (condition 3), the kinetostatic danger field (KSDF) captures two important aspects from the motion of the danger source. The first is the norm of the velocity vector (condition 4), and the second is the declination angle ϕ between the velocity vector v t , and the vector r − r t that joins the danger source with the point where the danger field is computed. Condition 4 implies that the danger field increases with the magnitude v t of the velocity v t if a motion is directed toward (in the sense of positive scalar product between v t and r − r t ) the point of interest r. On the other hand, condition 5 means that for a fixed magnitude of velocity, the danger field gets higher if the motion is more inclined to a point of interest. Since the motion direction of the source is taken into consideration, isosurfaces are no longer spheres (see Fig. 1 ). This implies that the gradient of the KSDF is not necessarily collinear with the gradient of the corresponding SDF, i.e., with the relative position vector r − r t . The following theorem provides an assessment of the angle between these gradients. The detailed proof can be found in [25] .
Theorem II.1: The angle δ between the gradients ∇DF (r, r t , v t ) and ∇DF (r, r t , 0) is such that
where
is the nabla operator. Equation (1) 
The CKSDF captures the contribution of both position and motion of the curve in R 3 . Clearly, the concept of CKSDF can easily be extended to moving surfaces or bodies.
B. Cumulative Kinetostatic Danger Field of the Robotic Arm
It is possible to define the CKSDF of the rigid robot manipulator using (2), where the curve over which the integration is performed is the line approximation of the kinematic chain. Knowing the position and the velocity of the link endpoints (obtainable from the proprioceptive sensors measurements), one could evaluate both the position and velocity respectively, of any point on the chain just by using direct kinematics. Further, it is natural to compute the contribution of each link separately and then obtain the CKSDF as the superposition of these contributions. Let r i and r i+1 be the positions of the endpoints of link i and let v i and v i+1 be the corresponding linear velocities. Any point r s on the link i can be represented as
Performing time derivation of (3), a similar property is obtained for the linear velocity of any point on the link i
Now, we can express some characteristic quantities that play a role in the expressions for KSDF and CKSDF. First of all
(5) The module of the aforementioned vector is ρ
, and c = α 
while its module is v (8) where all the quantities can be easily computed. Consequently, the CKSDF of the n-degrees of freedom (DOF) robot is
The field CDF(r) is by definition a scalar field. Nevertheless, a vector field can easily be constructed upon it. The most natural way to do so is by using its gradient
Thus, − − → CDF(r) is a vector, anchored in r, with the intensity CDF(r), pointing in the direction defined by ∇CDF(r). 
C. Instance of the Danger Field
We propose the elementary KSDF, induced by the motion of an infinitesimal portion of the link, as
(11) where k 1 , k 2 , and γ ≥ 1 are positive constants, r is a point in space at which the field is being computed, and r t and v t are position and velocity respectively, of the moving element (see Fig. 2 ). The CDF induced by the motion of the complete link is
All integrals in (12) are solvable analytically (see [25] for the expressions) and hence, the value of the danger field at any point of the space can be evaluated via an algebraic expression. Inputs to the expression are r i , v i , r i+1 , v i+1 (all of them obtainable from forward kinematics), and a generic position r. Fig. 3 shows the contour plot of the danger field that is induced by the motion of a thin rod (a single link). For making it visually presentable as a function of two variables, the danger field is tacitly restricted to the plane in which the rod moves. As previously stated, by simple superposition of the influences of arbitrarily many articulated links, one could obtain the danger field induced by the complete kinematic chain. Thus, the danger field of the complete robot is closed-form computable in an arbitrary position r using only the measurements from the proprioceptive sensors. Fig. 4 shows the danger field of a two DOF planar manipulator.
It is worth pointing out that the cumulative version of the danger field can be defined via other norms than a simple integral [see (2) and (12)]. A possible alternative is to use the maximum norm instead of "summing" the argument function. Such an approach would cause somewhat flatter isosurfaces of the danger field. For instance, the danger field induced by a nonmoving thin rod would resemble FIRAS 1 potential function [12] . However, depending on the type of argument function, the closed-form computation may be no longer feasible.
III. DANGER FIELD-BASED CONTROL
A. General Principles and Novelty of the Contribution
Apart from being a simple danger assessment, the danger field may be used to shape the strategy of the robot control. Its role within the control system should ensure the decrease of the danger itself.
There is an obvious connection between the danger field and the ubiquitous potential field method that are used for the obstacle avoidance [12] . However, two big differences emerge. The first is that the source of the danger field is the robot itself, rather than the subject/obstacle. The second is that the classical potential field does not capture the velocity of the robot (nor the obstacle). On the other hand, the velocity certainly plays a significant part in danger assessment that could be observed as the estimation of the effects of the possible collision between the robot and the obstacle. For previous attempts to account for velocity in potential field-related control and planning (mostly for mobile platforms), the reader is referred to [26] - [29] .
As for the safety-oriented reactive control, our approach is considerably motivated by the extensive work of Kulic and Croft [17] , where the control is shaped by a purposefully designed danger index. However, the real-time algorithm therein relies on danger assessment that is based on a discrete number of points on the manipulator (critical points) and does not consider the kinematic chain as a whole. In addition, the issue of task consistency has not been tackled.
The proposed method also resembles the so called virtual (or visual) impedance approach [30] , [31] . In this method, a virtual force is generated that is based on the penetration of the finite number of robot locations (usually just the end effector) beyond a virtual surface surrounding an obstacle. The virtual force combines (in linear manner) the depth of the penetration, the corresponding velocity, and the acceleration, thus emulating the classical-impedance approach that considers a real physical contact between a robot and the environment. This force is then mapped to the joint torques via transposed Jacobian. The concept of virtual force will be extensively utilized within the danger field-based control. The connection is quite intuitive: the vector of the danger field at the location of interest can be interpreted as the virtual force/displacement or be the input argument to the virtual force/displacementin a similar manner as the electrostatic force depends on the electrostatic field and the charge immersed in it. However, the difference between the two approaches are obvious. The danger field captures the kinematic behavior of the complete robot manipulator, while the virtual impedance control operates on a finite number of points on the robot. In addition, no virtual surfaces around the obstacles are considered in the danger field approach. We might refer to the family of isosurfaces of the danger field (see Fig. 4 ) as those virtual surfaces, with the distinction that they are "constructed" around the robot, not around the obstacle. 
B. Kinematic Control of Robotic Manipulators
The danger field described in the previous section can be used in the control of a multi-DOF robot. The idea is to map the danger field into desired displacement of several locations of interest along the kinematic chain (see Fig. 5 ). To obtain the corresponding increment Δq 0 for the vector of joint coordinates, the inverse kinematics is necessary. However, assuming that the norm of the desired displacement is small, the increment of the joint angles can be computed via transposed Jacobian, resembling the CLIK algorithm ( [32] - [34] ). For a single desired displacement Δp 0 of the point S on the manipulator, the corresponding Δq 0 is obtained by
Here, J S,v (q) represents the first three rows of the Jacobian matrix J S (q) that are associated to point S, while k p is a positive real parameter. As previously assumed, the displacement vector Δp 0 is proportional to − − → CDF. Without a loss of generality, it can be assumed that Δp 0 = − − → CDF, because any scaling coefficient would be absorbed by k p . Thus
By division with the sample time ΔT , the equation (14) becomes the rule for shaping the velocity command responsible for evasive behaviorq
where k v = k p /ΔT . The overall velocity command that captures the influence of all the relevant subjects/obstacles on all the manipulator's links can be defined aṡ
where the first sum covers all the subject/obstacle positions r j , and the second covers all the relevant points S on the kinematic chain. The signalq 0 is fed to the standard CLIK algorithm that computes the final position/velocity commands (see Fig. 6 ). The analytical expression for the control scheme from Fig. 6 has the formq
Here,q T stands for task-related velocity command and can be computed asq 
where K e is a positive definite symmetric matrix, x d and x are desired and actual operational space coordinates, J(q) is a corresponding Jacobian matrix and
is the right pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix [33] . The vectorq 0 does not affect the motion of the end effector because a suitable null-space projection is performed. Thus, the task consistency is preserved. To enable the task relaxation when a certain criterion is met, equation (17) is modified tȯ
where the signal m is defined as follows: From the implementation point of view, the positions r j can also be the locations of the landmarks immanent to subjects/obstacles. If the humans are considered, then those landmarks may be the markers that are deliberately attached to the body or some features that are easily identifiable via vision system, e.g., head, shoulders, hands, etc.
To enable continuous transition, the norm of the danger field can be processed by a nonincreasing continuous static function m that takes values from the interval [0, 1], which can be further applied to (19) 
where ε < 1 is a small design constant. Fig. 7 shows how ε affects the functionm. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between a degree of smoothing (tuned by the parameter ε) and the control performance. Imposing "too smooth" behavior may cause task suspension to occur prematurely and/or to make it last longer than necessary. A similar approach to smooth transition, which is based on cubic polynomials, can be found in [35] . For more elaborate ways to handle priority levels within hierarchy-based control schemes, the reader is referred to [36] .
C. Dynamic Control of Robotic Manipulators
It is worth pointing out that the control law (19) can be accommodated to centralized model-based control. Assume the dynamic equations of the robot in the joint space as
where q ∈ R n is the vector of n joint coordinates, M(q) ∈ R n ×n is the symmetric nonsingular inertia matrix, b(q,q) ∈ R n is the vector of torques due to centripetal, Coriolis and friction forces, g(q) ∈ R n is the vector of torques due to gravity, and T ∈ R n is the vector of joint torques. The proposed control generates the command torque T as
where T task is the torque responsible for task behavior and T subtask is a safety torque term, computed the same way asq 0 in (16) . The matrix N(q) is a suitable null-space projector given by
whereJ(q) represents the dynamically consistent generalized inverse of the Jacobian matrix [37] , [38] 
Thus, a decoupling of task and safety-driven posture has been established again with the possibility to suspend/resume task according to estimated danger level (see also [14] for details).
D. Simplified Stability Analysis
From a stability viewpoint, it is interesting to analyze a simple scenario, also investigated in [17] , when two obstacles are present on the opposite sides of one DOF robot (see Fig. 8 ). Without the loss of generality, we assume that the positions of the obstacles are x = −1 and x = 1, respectively. Let x 1 be the position of the robot. Taking the control action as the superposition of the danger field values [computed via (11) ] with respect to locations of the obstacles, we obtain the equations of motioṅ
It is assumed that (23) is used for control without the specified task behavior. The stability analysis of this system is performed in the following theorem. Theorem III.1: If γ ≥ 1, then the origin of the system (26) is asymptotically stable with respect to the set SR = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 | − 1 < x 1 < 1 . Proof: Consider the candidate Lyapunov function
The derivative of the function V along the trajectories of (26) is then given bẏ
FunctionV is clearly negative semidefinite in SR. However, it can easily be shown that the set given by {(x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 | − 1 < x 1 < 1, x 2 = 0} cannot contain any trajectories of the system (26) except the trivial one. Using LaSalle's principle, we conclude that the origin is asymptotically stable in SR. Here, the fact that x 1 does not escape the interval (−1, 1) is assumed. However, it is the consequence of the fact that any set of the form {(x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ SR|V (x 1 , x 2 ) ≤ C}, where C > 0, is a subset of SR (because of the nature of V ) and positive invariant at the same time. We could come to this conclusion also by knowing that when x 1 approaches 1 or −1, the robot faces infinitely high "potential barrier" that prevents it from escaping SR.
E. Selection of Parameters
Though simple, the aforementioned analysis can shed some light on danger-field-based control features. For instance, the role of the velocity part (i.e., of the coefficient k 2 ) in the danger assessment is more than self-explanatory. However, when it is used for control purposes it introduces a desirable damping into the system [see (26) and (28)]. Of particular interest is the choice of the ratio k 2 /k 1 . Empirical evidence indicates that the best control performance is obtained when positionrelated and velocity-related terms within the danger field have values of the same order of magnitude in situations when the danger norm is close to the threshold. Keeping that in mind, it appears that the most reasonable choice for k 2 /k 1 is such that 0.05 < k 2 k 1 < 0.5. Still, the proper choice of parameter k 1 (and hence k 2 ) is an open issue. The current approach to finalizing the controller parameterization is heuristic. Furthermore, the stability analysis suggests picking parameter γ such that γ ≥ 1, which renders velocity-related part of the danger field greater or equal to zero. However, having γ significantly larger than one, is not recommended since it diminishes the influence of the angle ∠(r − r t , v t ). In [39] , it is shown that when γ ≥ 1, CDF from equation (9) becomes a Rayleigh function, i.e., the scalar product ∂ CDF ∂qq is greater than or equal to zero, which turns out to be a useful feature in passivity-based control design. Finally, a question arises on picking the right value for the threshold Δ. If no explicit a priori requirements on maximum tolerable value of CDF in (9) are given, then Δ can easily be related to CDF(r) (29) where d robot (r) denotes the distance between the robot and the point r. In other words, Δ is the minimum value of the danger field induced by a nonmoving robot (q = 0) with respect to all the points in the workspace whose distance from the robot is d min . In that regard, a tight lower bound on CDF(r) can be easily established using (3) and (11) . Puttingq = 0, L i = r i+1 − r i , and knowing that if
It is easy to show that the lower bound Δ can be achieved by picking a point r that is collinear with a totally outstretched robot (see Fig. 9 ). In addition, one has to keep in mind that Δ should be affected also by the the L p -norm used to assess the danger level. If e.g., p = ∞, then Δ can keep the aforementioned defined value. For e.g., p = 1, Δ should be normalized according to the number of points of interest r j .
IV. SIMULATIONS
For simulation purposes, we use a dynamic model of a six DOF robot with rotational joints. The obstacles in the robot's workspace are represented as cylinders. For the first two case studies, a dynamic version of the control law is used. Relevant parameters have the following values:
The first scenario considers a stationary environment. The goal is to use the danger field to control the robot's posture, while the end effector moves along the prescribed path defined by the task. Fig. 10 shows the motion of the robot that is subjected to the proposed control. The task behavior (following the given path by the end effector) remains consistent, while the robot consistently takes postures that yield lower values of the danger field at the obstacle locations. Fig. 11 shows the profile of the danger field.
The second scenario considers the case of nonstationary environment with the same initial configuration of the robot. The obstacle on the right (see Fig. 12 ) moves toward the obstacle on the left and intersects the path of the manipulator. At the time instant t = t s ≈ 3.38 s (see Fig. 12, middle) the danger level reaches the predefined threshold Δ = 11, and the control law suspends the task by moving the robot away from the desired path toward a safer region, while the danger level remains nearly a constant (see Fig. 13 ). The task resumption will follow shortly after the value of the danger field drops below the given threshold (Fig. 12, right) . For the sake of comparison, Fig. 13 also shows the danger profile for the case when k 2 = 0, i.e., when the velocity component is omitted from both danger assessment and control law. Note the significant overshoot in the danger level at the beginning of the task suspension phase. Fig. 14 shows the plot of q andq. During the task suspension phase, the norm ofq somewhat increases according to the robot's reactive maneuver necessary for obstacle avoidance. Nevertheless, no such increase has been observed for the danger level.
The problem of choosing sample points r j in the first two scenarios is based on covering the obstacles by a union of spheres. A similar approach was used in [22] for geometric representation of the environment and subsequent proximity routines. Once we have the set of N spheres, each sample point r j , j = 1, 2, . . . , N is chosen as a point on the sphere, which is the closest to the robot. As for the practical implementation of spherical modeling of the environment, an elegant solution has been presented in [17] where the depth map that was obtained by off-the-shelf hardware was used to generate the set of spheres. However, this may call for a dedicated computer for processing visual information in order to meet the real-time requirements.
The third scenario gives a validation of the proposed approach in the case when the scene includes a human that moves considerably close to the robot. The human figure is standing while leaning the torso forward, forward-left, or forward-right, and returning to initial posture several times. The motion of the human figure is modeled using data from the Carnegie Mellon Motion Capture Database [40] and MATLAB Motion Capture Toolbox [41] . For the skeleton model of the human, a slightly reduced set of markers is used (see Fig. 15 ). The control is implemented on the kinematic level using equation (19) . The danger field is computed at the locations r j that correspond to the markers of the skeleton and then mapped into appropriate control commands. Fig. 16 shows some snapshots from the third scenario. Note that the end effector successfully tracks the given path, while the manipulator consistently takes safe postures. In this case, there was no need to suspend the task at any time of its execution. Namely, the danger level did not reach the critical value that was set to Δ = 42 (see Fig. 18 ). Of course, this does not have to occur in general. In that regard, the fourth scenario considers the case when the path is such that it cannot meet safety requirements consistently during the task execution. Namely, the posture of the human (relative to the robot) substantially changes and renders the initial path unsatisfactory in terms of safety. Note that the human is now closer to the robot and that initial and final configurations differ from those in the previous setup. Fig. 17 shows some snapshots from the fourth scenario. Fig. 19 shows profiles of the danger field and the signalm for the fourth scenario. Note that there are two task suspensions. The first one is quite observable (see Fig. 17 ).
For the last two scenarios, a more detailed representation could have been used, e.g., a higher sampling density of the human figure (more markers), or using a set of spheres for covering figure segments and then selecting some points of interest on these spheres (similar to approach used for the first two scenarios).
Note that the sample points r j are assumed already available as markers that represent the aforementioned features of the human body. From the implementation viewpoint, several approaches (among others) to extracting marker-based features of humans have been reported in the literature, (see e.g., [42] , [43] , or [44] ). It is worth pointing out that the method that has been proposed in the paper also allows for alternative representations of subjects/obstacles that are suitable for further intuitive choice of sample points. Such representations can be found e.g., in [45] , [46] , or [47] . 
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
For the experimental validation, a 6-DOF manipulator ABB IRB 140 with an ABB IRC5 controller has been used. The robot is equipped with a TOF laser sensor, which is fixed at the robot's wrist (see Fig. 20 ). The sensor (BOD 63M-LA02-S115) is manufactured by Balluff. It has a working range from 200 mm to 2 m, nominal response time less than 2 ms, and nominal resolution less than 1 mm. The sensor output is read through a National Instruments PCI-6071E acquisition board.
The external PC with a Simulink GUI runs under Linux OS with the Xenomai patch, enabling a hard real-time system. It is interfaced to the acquisition board through appropriate Analogy drivers and to the IRC5 controller through an Ethernet-based interface partly developed within the ROSETTA project by Lund University (see [48] for details). Using this interface, one can develop a controller within MATLAB Simulink on the external PC, and then compile it to get the executable code that runs in realtime dialogue with the IRC5 controller at a 250 Hz frequency.
The 250 Hz system cycle is an inherent property of the current implementation of the real-time control and cannot be changed. As such, it provides ample margins for all the computations necessary for control. The execution time of the algorithm is clearly linear with respect to number of relevant obstacle locations r j . Tests show that the current unoptimized MATLAB code can handle at least 20 obstacles for computing the danger field within one 4 ms cycle that includes the remaining computations necessary for obtaining control commands. This implies an upper bound of 0.2 ms to process a single obstacle location. This is clearly a conservative estimate since a considerable time falls on computing the Jacobian (pseudo)inverse, and other quantities that appear in the control law. Moreover, the approach described in the paper easily allows for parallelization of the code with respect to obstacles, which might substantially reduce the computation time, thus allowing the controller to consider even more obstacle locations still within a given cycle.
The sensor can perceive obstacles along a specified direction. Thus, the world coordinates of a single point of interest can be computed, along with the corresponding danger field that is used in the control law. A more sophisticated perception system capable of sensing significantly more details within the environment is a part of ongoing development.
B. Results
In the first three experiments, the control parameters take the following values:
The reason for picking k 2 = 0 and hence excluding the velocity-related part from the danger field lies in the fact that the current implementation of the real-time control is not capable of dealing with temporary complex subexpressions that appear within the computation of the second integral in (12). This does not apply for the last experiment (the fourth scenario), where the numerical solution of the velocity-related part is implemented to enable a computation of the complete danger field.
The first scenario considers the subject/obstacle avoidance, while the task is to keep the end effector where it is without a specified orientation, which makes the robot functionally redundant. Fig. 21 shows snapshots from the first experiment. Nearly every 2 s, the obstacle (a cardboard plate) is placed near the robot to block the laser beam and then withdrawn. Consequently, the robot performs evasive motion trying to decrease the danger field at the captured location-a point on the obstacle that intersects the laser beam. The end effector however, does not change its Cartesian position coordinates meaning that the task is not compromised. To facilitate the experiment, the task suspension was disabled by imposingm = 1, regardless of the danger norm. Fig. 22 shows the time profiles of Cartesian position coordinates and the danger field.
In the second experiment, it is required that the end effector follows a straight horizontal line back and forth. Snapshots from this experiment are shown in Fig. 23 .
In the first cycle (top three snapshots from Fig. 23 ), the end effector successfully tracks the given trajectory from the green balloon to the red one and back. The obstacle (a vertical panel) is considerably far away from the robot in this cycle. In the second cycle (bottom snapshots from Fig. 23 ), the obstacle is brought closer to the robot. This raises the danger field to a moderate level, which shapes the robot's posture accordingly. However, the task does not get suspended since the danger field does not reach the threshold. Fig. 24 shows the time profiles of Cartesian position coordinates and the danger field.
In the third experiment, the task is identical to that within the first scenario; however, the obstacle is repeatedly being placed near the robot such that the danger field reaches the thresholdthat implies task suspension, meaning that the end effector is displaced from the desired Cartesian position through the evasive maneuver that involves the whole robot (see Fig. 25 ). While the obstacle prevents the end effector from resuming its desired position, the danger field remains nearly constant around the threshold value Δ (see Fig. 26 ). When the obstacle is removed, or placed far enough away, the danger drops below the threshold and the end effector tries to come back to its desired position (see Fig. 26, top) . The smoothing constant ε was set to 0.25 to avoid chattering near (de)activation border. Somewhat higher susceptibility to chattering may be attributed to an inherent communication delay of four system cycles (16 ms).
Finally, the fourth scenario provides validation for the case when the complete kinetostatic danger field is utilized for both safety assessment and control. Inability to compute the velocityrelated part in closed form (using the current setup) is compensated by numerical solution to corresponding integrals. The coefficient k 2 is set to 0.25. Despite more cumbersome calculations, the real-time computability was not jeopardized. The task is identical to the third scenario with successive suspensions due to the obstacle that repeatedly approaches the robot and then retracts. Fig. 27 shows time plots of the Cartesian error, the danger field, and the signalm. Not surprisingly, the behavior is rather similar to that in the previous experiment, with somewhat less emphasized overshoots of the danger field during suspension periods. 
VI. LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD AND FURTHER RESEARCH
A challenging direction for extending the notion of the danger field is to consider a better representation of the robot's geometry. Although it is straightforward to define the cumulative danger field over more complicated representations of the robot, e.g., for easily parameterized surfaces such as cylinders or triangle meshes, it seems by far that no closed-form solution exists in such case. To the best of our knowledge, double integrals that appear in the computation are analytically unsolvable. Nevertheless, this issue deserves to be addressed in the future work from any of the two equivalent perspectives: solving the said integrals numerically, or defining an overall danger field via finite sum of elementary danger fields that are induced by sample points distributed on the robot's surface. It is worth pointing out that the proposed control is susceptible to local minima as it belongs to a class of local reactive control methods. To address this issue, it would be interesting to investigate the possibilities for joining the presented approach with safety-oriented global path planning in a single human-centric framework. From a theoretical viewpoint, the approach would surely benefit from further analysis on controller parameterization. Finally, a more sophisticated experimental setup will be aimed at addressing problems such as deficient perception and closed-form computation of the velocity-related part of the danger field.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an approach to simultaneously tackle the problems of danger quantification and safety-oriented control for HRI. Safety assessment is based on the quantity called kinetostatic danger field. This field is purposefully designed to capture the main kinematic properties of the complete kinematic chain: both posture and velocity. Furthermore, the field can be computed in closed form, which allows for expressing it via compact algebraic expressions. Such a property is welcome since it does not represent a bottleneck for real-time applications.
We have also shown how knowledge about the danger field can be used to shape some well-known control schemes in order to achieve safer motion of the manipulator. A simple interpretation of the danger field vector as a desired displacement/force implies the motion of the robot that decreases the danger at the locations of interest. Moreover, we presented a simple way of exploiting the redundancy to decouple the task and posture behaviors. In this way, the safety can be improved without compromising the task. Should some safety violations occur, the task can be suspended and eventually resumed when the danger drops below a certain limit. The presented approach is validated on several simulation studies and experiments on an industrial robot with an open architecture for sensor-based control.
